Experiments using a reservoir discharge type flume with an orifice are conducted to investigate the relationship between dry bed surge properties and the surge force acting on infinite and finite width walls without overflow. The results show that the instantaneous pseudo surge slope computed from the inundation depth and velocity history correlate well with the surge coefficient for infinite width walls and that the reduction factor for the force acting on finite width walls is related to the inundation depth to wall width ratio. These characteristics are also confirmed through numerical simulations with a water trapezoid impacting a wall.
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─ 1008 ─ Experiments using a 0.5m width, 3.6m long reservoir discharge type flume with an orifice are conducted to investigate the relationship between dry bed surge properties and surge forces acting on infinite and finite width walls without overflow. Non-dimensional analysis of the surge impact phenomenon shows that the non-dimensionalized surge force, named the surge coefficient, is influenced by 4 non-dimensional parameters: the Reynolds number, the Froude number, inundation height to wall width ratio, and the surge slope. In this study, the reservoir water height and wall width is varied to investigate the effects of the non-dimensional parameters. In the current study, the surge coefficient for finite width walls is hypothesized to be calculated from the product of the surge coefficient of infinite width walls and a reduction factor. The surge coefficient of infinite width walls depends on the Reynolds number, the Froude number, and the surge slope, whereas the reduction factor depends solely on the inundation height to wall width ratio. Since the surge slope is difficult to measure in the experiments, a quantity named the surge pseudo slope, computed from the velocity and inundation height time history, is used instead.
The experiments using an infinite width wall (a wall occupying the width of the flume), show that the surge coefficient has a positive correlation with the pseudo surge slope, computed from the inundation height and velocity, such that a large slope results in a large surge coefficient. This claim confirms the observations for dry bed surges made previously by Cross(1967) . For the case of large resevoir heights, sharp visible peaks were observed immediately after the impact of the surge front. Little correlation was seen between the surge coefficient and Reynolds and Froude numbers. In order to observe high correlation between the time histories of the surge pseudo slope and surge coefficient, the time history of the pseudo slope must be shifted in time.
Comparsion between the experiments using an finite width wall and those of the infinite width wall show that the surge coefficient of the finite width wall can be evaluated from that of the infinite width wall multiplied by a reduction factor depending solely on the inundation height to wall width ratio. As this ratio increases the reduction factor decreases.
In order to analyze and understand the surge impact phenomenon, numerical simulations of the surge modeled as a simple water trapezoid sliding on the floor and impacting a wall are conducted. The effects of gravity and viscosity are neglected in these simulations. The height and angle of trapezoid tip and are varied to model the variation in surge slopes and inundation height to wall width ratios. The simulations are conducted using the open source software OpenFOAM which is based on the finite volume method. The relationship between the trapezoid tip angle and infinite width wall surge coefficient as well as that of the inundation height to wall width ratio and reduction factor show trends which are similar to the experiments. An approximate formula to compute the finite width wall surge coefficient is proposed based on the simulations and verified against the experimental data. The formula is able to model the sharp rise in surge force at the onset of surge impact as well as prevent overestimation in the predicted force. 
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